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This background report has been prepared to summarize group feedback received from the 
City’s first Climate Change Adaptation Plan Public Consultation hosted on November 28th, 2019 

The City of Fredericton thanks Government of New Brunswick – Environment and Local 
Government for partially funding the Adaptation Plan through its Environmental Trust Fund
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

THE CITY OF FREDERICTON HAS ASKED RESIDENTS, BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS IN FREDERICTON 
FOR THEIR INPUT INTO THE CITY’S CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN.

THE CITY OF FREDERICTON IS DEVELOPING A CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN. THE PLAN WILL BE 
A FRAMEWORK AND STRATEGY TO RESPOND TO THE RISKS AND VULNERABILITIES WE WILL FACE IN A 
CHANGING CLIMATE.

The first open consultation was held on Thursday, November 28th, 2019 at the Fredericton Convention 
Centre. Residents were invited to attend and participate in the open session, which was promoted in the 
Daily Gleaner and on The City’s social media accounts and website. The session consisted of a presentation 
on climate change projections in Fredericton, participants defining community values, and participants 
answering questions to provide insights on potential climate change impacts and desired City and 
community actions. These insights were based on a future climate change scenario provided to participants. 
More than 50 attendees participated in the event and shared many individual and groups insights.

It will result in an action plan to minimize the identified risks and vulnerabilities while making our community 
stronger and more resilient to the impacts of climate change. The plan will build on the work the City has 
been doing over the past two decades to prepare for and mitigate against the impacts of climate change and 
to plan for impacts in the future. 

We are developing the plan because climate change is a threat to our community and the City takes 
seriously its role in adapting to climate change through our planning and through choices around 
infrastructure, assets, operations and service delivery. Climate change projections for Fredericton show 
that we will experience an increase in year-round temperatures, changes in precipitation patterns, greater 
fluctuations in freshwater levels, and more frequent and severe extreme weather events.

A Climate Change Adaptation Plan will allow us to prioritize our future actions and create an implementation 
timeline. It also provides an opportunity to receive feedback from community members on climate change 
impacts from their own experience and knowledge.  This will help us identify solutions, build resilience, 
acknowledge what is feasible and what is not, identify opportunities for partnerships and collaboration, and 
create a shared vision for the future.
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CONSULTATION DETAILS

THE CITY OF FREDERICTON CONDUCTED ITS FIRST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SESSION RELATING TO THE 
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH FROM 6:00PM – 9:00PM AT THE 
FREDERICTON CONVENTION CENTRE. 

1. How is this impacting your day to day life in Fredericton?

2. How is our city adapting to these changes? 

3. How is our community taking steps to adapt to this future together?

The consultation began with a presentation by the City’s Environmental Coordinator. The presentation 
(slides available upon request) described climate change; adaptation; the difference between adaptation and 
mitigation; the City’s mandate and potential roles in adapting to climate change; the role of an adaptation 
plan; the process being undertaken to create Fredericton’s plan; and the climate change projections for 
our region.

The remainder of the evening focused on table-top discussions with up to six participants per table. All 
tables began their discussion with the question “What do you value most about our community?” Each table 
was then asked to share the top three values from their table (Appendix A).

Following this, each table was provided with one of three future scenarios (Appendix B) that were developed 
to be realistic based on future projections. Participants were asked to reflect individually and then as a group 
at their table on the following three questions:

Clarifying instructions provided: How has your lifestyle changed since 2019? How does this climate shift 
affect how our community gathers and socializes? How are your personal and community 
values impacted?

Clarifying instructions provided: What is our City doing to its buildings, parks, outdoor spaces? What 
has changed about City services? What role is the City playing in managing climate shifts? What are the 
changes that could be made between now and this scenario occurring?

After the individual and group reflection period was complete, tables were asked to pick the top three 
insights that the City and community most needs to keep in mind as we move into the future. Following 
this, a bingo activity was introduced in which one participant would read out an insight from their table 
and other tables would declare bingo if their group shared a similar insight (Appendix C).
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WHAT WE HEARD

METHODOLOGY

The last 20 minutes of the evening was left open for informal questions and comments for City staff, the 
Mayor and Councillors present. 

Over 50 people participated in the consultation session, with rich data being produced, including twenty 
pages (typed) of comments that were harvested from the tabletop discussion sheets. Forty-six individual 
comment sheets were also collected from participants who chose to self-record their individual insights and 
reflections at the tables and share their thoughts by leaving the sheets with the facilitators. These were used 
in the formation of this document and staff will continue to refer to these insights as the next consultations 
and the plan are developed.

Open ended questions were posed as part of the engagement session. For each question (other than 
the first framing question) participants based their answers on a future scenario in a changing climate. 
Participants were provided with an opportunity to reflect on the question individually and self-record their 
answer on a provided sheet. At the end of the evening, the participants were encouraged to leave their 
sheets for the facilitators and City staff to collect. Overall, 46 sheets were collected. These sheets were not 
coded due to the large volume of responses, but general themes are noted below, and staff will review these 
comments during the development of the plan. 

After recording their individual thoughts, participants were provided with an opportunity to discuss their 
thoughts with their group. The groups self-recorded their answers to each question on a sheet of flipchart 
paper that was left at the table at the end of the session. These qualitative responses were coded by City 
staff based on emergent themes. In instances where a recorded response contained more than one theme, 
the response was given more than one code. Responses that did not fit with a theme were coded as other.

The framing question discussed at the tables prior to the scenarios being introduced also generated an 
abundance of qualitative data. After participants recorded their values as a group, each group picked their 
top three and presented them verbally and on a sticky note. These were coded by emergent themes by City 
staff and are presented in the following section. Again, responses relating to more than one theme were 
coded more than once.
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TABLE 1: COMMUNITY VALUES BASED ON GROUP TOP THREE INSIGHTS FROM STICKY NOTES

As a framing question to begin the discussion for the evening, individuals were asked “What do you value 
most about your community?” After 20 minutes of discussion and recording on a flipchart paper, groups 
were asked to decide on their top three selections from their table discussion, resulting in 33 responses. The 
responses can generally be categorized into the themes captured in the table below:

COMMUNITY VALUE # RESPONSES
% OF THEME MENTIONS IN 
OVERALL RESPONSES

Nature: Access to natural spaces including the 
river, trees, wetlands and green spaces

12 36.4

Sense of Community and Inclusion: Community 
support; sense of welcoming and openness

10 30.3

Recreation: Access to many recreational spaces 
and services, including trails and parks

9 27.3

Culture: Access to festivals, art; Community 
support growing diversity

6 18.2

Accessibility and access to services: 
Transportation network; active transportation, 
water and sewer

6 18.2

Civic Engagement: Ability to engage with City; 
engaged community members

3 9.1

PART ONE

DEFINING COMMUNITY VALUES
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Additional themes that came out in the share-back on one or two occurrences included: heritage, and 
opportunities for personal growth, education and employment.

The feedback recorded by groups on their tabletop sheets covered many of these topics in more depth and 
with more specific examples. Among these were numerous mentions of green spaces, parks, trees, the rivers, 
trails, a variety of recreational opportunities, connections with people, community engagement, many small 
local businesses, the size of the city, and relationship-building with newcomers and First Nations communities.

After participants defined their community values, they were presented with a scenario. Participants at each 
individual table shared the same scenario, with a total of three scenarios offered in the room. Scenarios 
were pre-placed at tables prior to participants arriving, so they did not elect which scenario to discuss.  After 
reading the scenario provided to them, each participant was asked to answer a series of three questions 
individually and self-record and then discuss with their group and record as a group.

PART TWO

SCENARIO-BASED DISCUSSIONS

PROJECTED IMPACT THEME # RESPONSES
% OF THEME MENTIONS IN 
OVERALL RESPONSES

Concerns around the economy and/or 
personal finances

17 22.4

Concerns around personal safety 16 21.1

Mental health and wellness concerns 13 17.1

TABLE 2: IMPACTS THEMES BASED ON WRITTEN GROUP INSIGHTS

THE IMPACTS

Question one, “How is this impacting your day to day life in Fredericton?” was posed to understand how 
participants feel they are or will be directly and indirectly impacted by changes in climate. In answering this 
question (as recorded on group share-back sheets) groups responded by identifying their concerns for the 
future. The general themes that can be identified from the 76 recorded insights are recorded in Table 2 below.
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*Nearly all responses could be coded as decreases in quality of life, but this category was reserved for 
specific mentions of quality of life and for responses where there was a clear link and the responses did not 
fit into other categories.

As expected, many of the insights on individual feedback sheets shared similar themes with those shared 
on the group sheets. There were, however, some additional themes that were repeated throughout these 
sheets. These include: 

• Concerns for the health and safety of others – family, friends, neighbours, vulnerable populations
• Concerns about property and belongings
• Concerns about preparedness 
• Concerns about accessing services outside the home (provided by others e.g. hospital services)
• Concerns about feelings of isolation
• Broader concerns about long-term consequences – loss of property value, unable to obtain home 

insurance, impacts to the economy, ability to maintain health and work
• Concerns about the loss/lack of access to the places that bring joy, calmness (green spaces, natural areas)

PROJECTED IMPACT THEME # RESPONSES
% OF THEME MENTIONS IN 
OVERALL RESPONSES

Physical health and wellness concerns 10 13.2

Concerns around lack of access to City services 11 14.5

Concerns around food security 10 13.2

Concerns around energy security 6 7.9

Concerns around decreases to quality of life 
(specific)*

7 9.2

Concerns around inadequate infrastructure/by-
laws/policies

4 5.3

Concerns about the natural environment 4 5.3

Other 2 2.6
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THE CITY’S ROLE

THE NEXT QUESTION POSED WAS “HOW IS THE CITY ADAPTING TO THESE CHANGES?” 

TABLE 3: DESIRED CITY ACTION THEMES BASED ON WRITTEN GROUP INSIGHTS

This question was designed for participants to reflect on their values and the impacts they identified, to 
suggest how the City could make changes to infrastructure, operations and services between now and the 
time of the provided scenario to lessen the impacts. Emergent themes resulting from the 90 responses to 
this question recorded on group feedback sheets were as follows:

DESIRED CITY ACTION THEME # RESPONSES
% OF THEME MENTIONS IN 
OVERALL RESPONSES

Infrastructure – changes to, management of 22 24.4

Community building and partnerships – Create 
and maintain (non-profits, other levels of 
government, other communities, support 
community and individual activities)

18 20.0

Planning ahead - Protect food & water resources 
and community assets

15 16.7

Emergency response and safety – Enhance 
response, more cooling/heating stations, focus on 
vulnerable populations

14 15.6

Communications – Enhance communications 
and education in emergency and non-emergency 
times

13 14.4

Changes in services – Delivery of, what is offered 9 10.0

Natural Environment - Protect natural features; 
maintain natural environment to mitigate risks

8 8.9

Reduce GHGs – See note below* 7 7.8
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*Community and Corporate Energy/Emissions Plans are set to be developed in 2020, with community consultation on 
the community plan. The City recognizes a decrease in GHGs globally reduces climate change impacts and the need for 
future adaptation. Future actions and strategies to address this will be outlined in the energy plans.

**The City does not own or operate an energy utility. 

It should be noted that all insights were categorized, but some are outside the City’s mandate (Appendix C/ 
spreadsheet available upon request). In total:

The Climate Change Adaptation Committee will focus on the in-scope and may be in-scope insights for 
further discussion. During this process the committee will determine which suggestions are in scope for 
this plan specifically and then discuss whether that action will be included in this plan. The committee will 
note suggested actions that are out of scope for the plan but within scope of municipal work and share 
with relevant staff. These include insights around topics such as: more efficient transit, more walkability, 
recycling, greenhouse gas reductions and some building code suggestions.

Insights that are out of scope for the City itself provide information that can be shared with other levels 
of government and other stakeholders the City works and networks with regularly. It also shows that 
communication between these key players and with the public is important. Some of the topics included in 
this category are: feedback about powerlines and the current power grid, feedback regarding broad economic 
shifts, and some feedback about services for the public such as those addressing public health issues.

DESIRED CITY ACTION THEME # RESPONSES
% OF THEME MENTIONS IN 
OVERALL RESPONSES

Energy Management – See note below** 6 7.3

Economy – Raise taxes, engage in new economic 
system

5 5.6

Other 2 2.2

• 43 suggestions are within our mandate to consider
• 23 suggestions are within our mandate to work on with other jurisdictions and/or may be within our 

mandate depending on the specific project 
• 21 suggestions are outside our mandate and information will be shared with relevant parties if possible
• 3 suggestions need clarification or did not provide direction
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As was the case with the first question, individual responses closely mirrored the themes noted in the group 
share-back, with more details provided on individual insights and desires for specific actions. The themes 
and insights often repeated in the individual responses were:

• More communication, education and transparency to help residents understand and prepare
• Enhanced public alerts and responses
• Developing registries and supports for vulnerable persons
• Working with other communities, other levels of government, community organizations
• Restricting development, especially in flood zones
• Adapting and enhancing the building code
• Diversifying energy sources; distributed energy resources
• Offering incentives for residents to act
• Providing more emergency/heating/cooling centres
• Integrating more natural areas
• Green infrastructure

• Community meetings, citizen groups, neighbourhood support networks
• Shifts in spending and/or accepting an increase in costs
• Volunteering time and making donations
• Community gardens, tree planting, planting native vegetation
• Shared community resources and knowledge-sharing
• Creating emergency plans

THE COMMUNITY’S ROLE

THE FINAL QUESTION POSED FOR THE EVENING WAS “HOW IS OUR COMMUNITY TAKING STEPS TO ADAPT 
TO THIS FUTURE TOGETHER?” 

This question sought to explore how others, beyond the City of Fredericton, could take action to adapt to 
climate change in the city. Asking this question allows the City to understand what individuals and groups 
can and may be willing to do, and how the City may be able to assist in the future. The insights in this section 
were too disperse to discern themes that could be grouped together and measured quantitatively. There 
were, however, some common threads in some of the insights, including the need for:

These themes and individual responses will be reviewed when creating the plan.
Again, many of the insights generated were focused on activities that may mitigate greenhouse gas 
emissions. These insights will be useful in thinking about community energy planning. 
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PART THREE: 

BINGO CLUSTERING BASED ON SCENARIOS

OVERALL INSIGHTS

The final activity of the consultation involved participants identifying the top three insights that should be 
kept in mind as we move forward. This was based on table discussions around the three scenario-based 
questions asked earlier in the evening. Participants then clustered their insights into themes through a 
process of an individual sharing an insight and others declaring ‘Bingo!’ if their table shared a similar insight. 
At the end of this activity five main themes were identified by the participants for the evening. NouLab 
provided the theme titles for this activity after the clustering activity was complete. The following list 
summarizes the themes. A full listing can be found in Appendix D.

Climate change increases risk to mental      
and physical health and vulnerable 
populations may experience heightened    
risks in these areas. 

HEALTH AND VULNERABLE POPULATIONS: 

Individuals need to work together in 
communities and neighbourhoods to be 
self-sufficient and help one another. The City 
should act as a leader, resource or supporter 
in helping communities achieve this.

COMMUNITY-BASED SOLUTIONS: 

The City must be responsible for 
communicating efficiently and effectively 
with the public and being transparent and 
proactive about decision-making. The City 
should also be actively communicating with 
other levels of government and community 
groups to address climate change.

COMMUNICATION  FROM THE CITY: 

Climate change may change or limit access to 
a variety of resources including food, water, 
shelter and services. Plans should be made 
at the City, individual and neighbourhood/
community level to address these resource 
shortages in advance of and during times of 
emergency.

RESOURCES: 
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Other insights that did not fit neatly into 
themes included creating practical plans 
without losing values, acknowledging 
the future can’t be like the past, and the 
acknowledgement that people may need to 
alter activity cycles and even move away from 
flood zones.

The City should find ways to create incentives 
for residents and businesses to change their 
behaviour to address climate change.

OTHER: INCENTIVES:

Participants were also provided with an opportunity to share more about areas of interest or issues not 
addressed during the consultation. These can be found in Appendix E.

FOLLOW-UP

THE CITY OF FREDERICTON HAS ASSEMBLED A CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION TEAM. 

The team is made up of City Staff from each department, representatives from Government of New 
Brunswick’s Climate Change Secretariat, local utility providers, and other community stakeholders. This team 
will work together to go through the insights provided to determine if they are within the City’s ability to 
address, determine risk and vulnerability scores for the projected impacts, and add those with a significant 
risk and/or vulnerability factor to a list of impacts also populated by projected impacts identified by City 
staff and other community stakeholders. The committee will also review suggested actions and take up 
suggestions as they relate to the impacts identified as significant and within the City’s mandate.

An online survey can be expected before the end of 2019 and a second consultation will be scheduled 
for January 2020. It is our goal to complete the Climate Change Adaptation Plan and submit it for Council 
approval by March 2020.
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APPENDIX A: HARVEST FROM TABLE SHEETS 
AND TABLE SHARE-BACKS

WHAT DO YOU VALUE MOST ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY?

Transcribed and provided by NouLab. Edited for length by City of Fredericton staff. The full transcription is 
available by emailing environmental.leadership@fredericton.ca or calling (506) 460-2020

Each table was asked to answer the following questions on a template: What do you value most about our 
community and about living here? They were also asked to select the top three things that their table wanted 
the city to keep in mind as they move forward with their adaptation plan.

• Inclusive lifestyle
• Free and accessible social opportunities 
• Outdoor space
• Connected, caring, inclusive community
• Heritage (cultural, communities,   

buildings, natural)
• Saint John River (Wolastoq) focal point of 

Fredericton, access not liability
• Natural spaces (wetlands, trees,         

parks, trails)
• Transportation - Linking city center to 

outskirts, low income, seniors
• Social welfare and protecting diversity
• River changes - affecting activities, natural 

environment
• Access to quality residential services 

(water, sewage, air)
• Access to green spaces/trail/Wolastoq River
• Built heritage and culture and diversity
• Accessibility - however we acknowledge 

this is not a reality for all (out of 
downtown poor transport/walkability

• Outdoorsy vibes
• Sense of community

• Walkability and bikeability
• Natural environment
• Festivals (cultural festivals, Harvest Jazz 

and Blues, frostival, etc)
• Strong sense of community
• Art
• Desire to engage
• Proximity to nature
• River as focal point, development public 

spaces along river (trails, linear parks)
• City admin: Willingness to consult         

with population
• Population - growing diversity, cultural 

development and diversity
• Variety of space (historic and nature)
• Open/engaged/welcoming community
• Wide range of indoor/outdoor 

recreational opportunities
• Community support for systems for 

cultural diversity, small (local) business, 
and arts and culture 

• Access to healthy environment and 
outdoor/indoor recreation

• Opportunity for education and      
personal growth

• Natural environment “is highly valued”

Top three selections from the tables:
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APPENDIX B: CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIOS 
FOR DISCUSSION

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3

INCREASES IN SUMMER TEMPERATURES (EXTREME HEAT, LONGER SUMMER-LIKE SEASON WITH MORE 
HEAT WAVES)

Its July 2040. It has been hot for the last two months, with every single day being over 25˚C. The past two 
weeks have been even worse. Every day has been over 30˚C and yesterday it reached 35˚C. And that’s 
before the humidity. The heat advisory is at a level 3 – the highest level – which means everyone is at risk of 
heat-related illness. Programs and activities for the kids have been cancelled, everyone is cranky and even 
the trees and grass look like they can’t handle much more of this. It hasn’t rained and the rivers and streams 
are low, there are swimming advisories and reports of blue-green algae all along the river.

INCREASES IN WINTER TEMPERATURES / SHIFTS IN PRECIPITATION

It is February 2030. In the past 48 hours we have experienced a 40 mm rainstorm, followed by 10 mm of 
freezing rain and a 20˚C shift in temperature to colder weather. A lot of basements have flooded because 
it was cold and the ground was frozen before the rain, causing a lot of run-off. Now there are widespread 
power outages and it is very dangerous to get around. The roads are icy and so are the sidewalks, making it 
difficult for people to get to the emergency shelters.

SHIFTS IN PRECIPITATION / EXTREME WEATHER

It is October 2035. A hurricane came through three nights ago, knocking out power, tearing trees and 
sidewalk up and leaving many roofs damaged. Supplies are getting low in the grocery stores and there are 
lineups down the roads to get to the gas stations that are open. In addition to this, there has been a lot of 
heavy rain this fall causing rare fall flooding. There has been overland flooding from the rain because the 
ground was so dry from a hot, dry summer, leaving it unable to absorb the rain.  And there has been river 
flooding – not as bad as we’ve seen it in the spring freshet – but enough to flood homes and close roads in 
low-lying areas. Everyone is tired of worrying and cleaning up.
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APPENDIX C: CITY ACTION 
FEEDBACK CODED 

Code Insight

In-scope of 
City 
mandate? Lead/other partners Notes

FE Raising property taxes. How to pay for all the changes? Y N/A
BLP Hard restrictions on development: More density. Y N/A Municipal Plan, Ciy Centre Plan, Main Street Plan, etc.

INF
Roads raised in key places.

Y GNB

In progress; some roads in the City are provincially 
managed

INF Divert water to intended flood zone? Y GNB,GOC Attenuation
ER Vulnerable persons list. Y N/A In progress - FPF
INF Storm system upgraded to accommodate 100 year flood levels. Y N/A Been upgrading to 1.2x1:100
BLP Need to adapt, to natural changes. No more environmental destruction for business. Y/N GNB Development guidelines
PA How much time and how much change is needed? Y/N GNB/GOC/rschers Keeping up-to-date on research

CS/INF
More indoor centres

Y/N GNB/GOC More info needed - emergency shelters? Recreation?

BLP
Green Building requirements

Y/N GNB
Able to create by-laws & development guidelines; 
province adopts building code

COMM Heat alert Y/N GOC Info from federal gov''t shared
EM Rolling brownouts N NB POWER
CS/INF Pools Y Outdoor pools already free
CB/INF/PA Diversity ? More info needed
INF/BLP Adaptive building code / infrastructure Y/N GNB
NE Protecting and restoring wetlands, forests, ecosystems, natural systems… Y/N GNB
BLP Retreating when necessary N GNB
CB/INF/PA Incentivizing rain barrels, rain gardens, roof top gardens, etc. Y FCM?
NE/INF Using green / natural infrastructure Y FCM? CODE RESULTS %
EM Energy storage N NB Power FE 5 5.6
INF Option to work remotely: Tech and innovation support N More info needed BLP 14 15.6
ER Response systems in place and working Y/N NB-EMO, Red Cross INF 22 24.4
CB Integrated and connected community fabric Y/N Community ER 13 14.4
CB Green incentives Y More info needed PA 15 16.7
ER Emergency measures: Fleet of boats, tree phone (call your neighbour) N More info needed CS 8 8.9
OTH It's not. The scenario has already happened N/A N/A COMM 9 10.0
CB/BLP Community gardens Y/N Community CB 18 20.0
FE Adopt Green New Deal N GOC NE 8 8.9
PA It should be understanding how urgent this need is Y More info needed Using local data/projections for planning purposes ES 4 4.4
NE Integrate more natural areas (green zone) Y GHG 7 7.8
INF/PA Local watering Hole ? More info needed OTH 2 2.2
PA/BLP Community planning Y
CS 24-hour services? Y More info needed Online? Or in-person?
BLP LEED buildings Y/N GNB May be able to incentivize; province adopts building 
CS Healthcare services N GNB Health is provincial
ER/INF Emergency stations (Willy O’ree or Grant Harvey) Y Avail during the day
CB/BLP Community Gardens Y/N Commnuity
NE/PA/CB Wolastoq River: Watershed holistic planning Y/N Other communities Need buy-in from all actors
CB Trust Y
OTH Eco anxiety N GNB, Public Health Can share information
INF Infrastructure Y
CB Working effectively with outside organizations (province and watershed) Y Need buy-in from all actors
CB Working on more comprehensive plans (regional, provincial, forestry, poverty?) Y/N Need buy-in from all actors
GHG Reducing emissions Y Energy plan renewal 2020
INF Flood mitigation infrastructure Y In progress - DMAF Funding
INF/ER Transportation, relief housing Y/N GNB, Red Cross Free transit during floods
COMM Information sharing: Communicating resources, directions, services Y
ER/PA City needs to be quicker at responding to crisis (housing, etc…) Y/N GNB Emergency Mgmt Plan 2017

ES/CS Restructuring power grid. Renewable energy systems and sewage/water supply. Y/N NB Power, GNB Back-up power for water & sewer
ER/INF Building emergency backups Y/N More info needed Back-up power for water & sewer; some City buildings
NE/PA Integrated pest management (insects and vermins). Y
BLP Adopt more stringent building code for new and renovated buildings Y/N GNB Province adopts building code
GHG Ban on combustion engines N GOC
GHG Closed-loop of waste with composting on site N FRSW/RSC 11
NE/BLP/CB Encourage re-wilding (Community gardens) Y/N Community
CB/PA/ER Develop community food storage N Need more info
PA Greywater strategy (not using treated water for toilets and hoses) N Need more info
INF/ER/PA Cooling centres - transportation Y
PA Water conservation measures Y Public Wate bill stuffers info campaign
COMM/ER Public alerts and responses Y NB-EMO
COMM Education of forecast, coping mechanisms N GNB, Public Health Can share information

INF/PA
Dealing with influx of people from rural areas

Y Red Cross
Growth Strategy; bulk water offered in times of 
emergency

FE
Financial assessments are being made to cope with and make the relevant spending on an ongoing basis for 
climate emergencies Y

BLP
No more development in floodplains

N GNB
City can devlop by-laws on elevation of buildings; 
province regulates flood zones

GHG/CS More public transport Y
INF Generators? Y Need more info Our facilities
ES Decentralized smart grid N NB Power
PA/BLP Commercial only riverside? Y
COMM/CB Educating public Y GNB, NGOs
CB/FE Incentives rearding social justice lens to shift land us out of affected areas N GNB Province regulates flood zones
COMM/CB Transparency regarding projected impact Y In Adaptation Plan
ER Identify vulnerable people/areas Y GNB, Public Health In progress
ER Implement wellness checks Y Done by Fire Dept
GHG Plans to reduce GHGs Y Energy plan renewal 2020

ER/INF Increase number of warming centres to minimize commute or facilitated transport/increase transit accessibility Y
COMM/CB Facilitate community education Y GNB, NGOs Can create and share msgs

CS
Plow trails sidewalks first

Y
Roadway and sidewalk/trail clearing done by different 
divisions

ES More resilient power system (underground power) N NB Power
FE Green New Deal N GOC
GHG/CS Effective transit Y
GHG Composting - local and regional production N FRSW/RSC 11
COMM Mapping - sharing info, transparency Y/N GNB
ES Maintenance of trees around electrical grid N NB Power
NE Planting new trees (Silver Maple, Dogwood, Willow) to protect shorelines and green spaces Y
INF Water and wastewater system maintenance and upgrading Y

COMM/CB
Active communication and education for distributing information, supporting the proper use of new systems and 
procedures Y/N Need more info

INF Constructing viable infrastructure for long-term Y
BLP Prevent any new construction in protected flood zones N GNB
CB Building meaningful and respectful relationships with neighbouring communities Y
NE Establishing regulations to protect environment Y/N GNB, GOC Trees, stormwater

Question 2: How is the City adapting to these changes? Group insights

LEGEND
FE = Finances and economy
BLP = By-laws and policies
INF = Infrastructure
ER = Emergency resposne
PA = Planning ahead
CS = City services
COMM = Communications
CB = Community Building
NE = Natural Environment
ES = Energy security
OTH = Other

- 43 suggestions are/could be within our 
mandate to consider
- 23 suggestions are within our mandate to 
work on with other jurisdictions and/or may be 
within our mandate depending on the specific 
project 
- 21 suggestions are outside our mandate and 
information will be shared with relevant 
parties if possible
- 3 suggestions need clarification or did not 
provide direction

**Y & Y/N suggestions may or may not be 
implemented pending future discussions with 
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CLUSTERS/CATEGORIES/THEMES

VULNERABLE PEOPLES/HEALTH

OTHER

• The future cannot be like the past.
• Activity cycle altered. Avoiding peak heat hours (construction, recreation,).
• Make practical plans but don’t lose values.
• People will move away from flood zones, lose sense of community completely.

OTHER

• There is increased anxiety about survival, money. Greater demand for resources.
• Health impacts. Improved health care services for eco-anxiety. Improved protection of our vulnerable 

populations.
• More people living in isolation causing increased health risks.
• Identifying vulnerable people and places in city and make plans to address their needs.

APPENDIX D: BINGO CLUSTERING BASED
ON SCENARIOS

PARTICIPANTS WERE ASKED THESE QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THREE PROVIDED FUTURE SCENARIOS:

Transcribed and provided by NouLab. Edited for length by City of Fredericton staff. The full transcription is 
available by emailing environmental.leadership@fredericton.ca or calling (506) 460-2020

1. How is this impacting your day to day life in Fredericton?
2. How is our city adapting to these changes?
3. How is our community taking steps to adapt to this future together? 

They were then asked to pick the top three insights that we most need to keep in mind as we move into this 
future. We proceeded with a bingo activity where the participants self-selected the clusters.

RESOURCES

• There will be serious lack of resources.
• Support for community organizing to meet peoples’ needs within communities: Asset and resource sharing.
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COMMUNITY BASED SOLUTIONS

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CITY

INCENTIVES

• Implement Green New Deal Initiatives such as developing neighbourhoods with access to grocery stores, 
community gardens and other services.

• Centralized “cooling centres” with food and water as part of a well thought out and developed 
emergency plan.

• City has developed systems for food security (growing, storage, distribution).
• Availability and access to food, shelter, and resources.
• Increase in the community sharing of resources and working together.

• Be the leaders. Leadership - for the city, the people, the province. Positivity.
• City and neighbourhood groups collaborate for equity (sharing resources).
• Community based solutions: Decentralized and collective.
• Local self-sufficiency: Energy, water, food, health services, transportation.
• Usage of freshwater. Regulated amounts. Water quality/protection essential.
• City has developed alternative systems for delivering all essential services (water, power/energy, sewage).
• The city will facilitate and plan essential services and needs (transportation, housing, food and water, 

communications…).
• Community neighbourhood plans developed to check on vulnerable people.

• The city is not doing enough. Urgency.
• Due diligence, making informed, transparent decisions.
• The city is collaboration and advocating with other entities: levels of government, community groups, etc. 
• Engaged and inclusive communities.
• The city is more effectively communicating and educating the public to achieve mobilization.
• Communication: Informing public of progress and needs.

• Incentives for individuals, businesses and governments.
• Educate businesses and citizens thought incentives and regulations to reduce consumption: Goods and 

services, and commodities.
• Hold polluters (Irving) accountable and incentivize nonpolluting alternatives and behaviours.
• Make infrastructure more resilient (city services and private homes).
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• Please declare a climate emergency. The mayor agreed to meet with this group. 
• Be ambitious
• Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
• LEAP Manifesto
• Peace and Friendship Treaties (Value)
• Wondering why ‘adaptation’ planning is limited only to: infrastructure, operations, assets, service levels, 

and response? Cities influence 44% of GHG emissions in Canada and have the power to greatly influence 
citizen and business behaviours!

• What are the regulations and legislations that are in place? Where are they? What can we do to influence 
them when it comes to climate change adaptation? 

APPENDIX E: MORE TO SHARE

MORE TO SHARE

Participants were given the chance to add additional items that were not covered during the evening to two 
flip chart papers on the wall.


